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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Dear fellow Skat players,
Another year has come and gone. Time
keeps slipping away but this Covid doesn’t
seem to want to go away. I want to say I
am very proud and thankful to all the
members who have tried so hard to keep
Skat going through these crazy times,
following restrictions, and keeping our
members safe.
We did successfully hold six or seven
tournament events in 2021, a few clubs
held weekly play, and many have stayed in
contact through computer play. A big hand
goes out to all those organizers that made
this happen. The effort that goes into
hosting these events can be very
demanding as all kinds of restrictions and
rules are added to the stress of organizing
an event. Remember it is these ISPA
volunteers that work hard to organize a
place and safe environment for us to play.
Just dealing with locations that are open

and closing on a weekly basis can be
frustrating or following and deciphering
local bylaws. So please let your club
presidents, executives and organizers
know you appreciate their efforts.
We are hoping that 2022 will be better. We
are staying positive that this year we will
be able to host an AGM and Canadian
Championship sometime in early May
(Montreal). We of course are still looking
forward to hosting the WM 2022
Edmonton from August 12 to 21st. We
need all Canadians and USA members to
support this event to make it a success and
of course to crown the first North
American as a world champion. This is our
chance to shine if half the playing field is
North American. Right now, there are
travel problems which hopefully will be
fixed in a couple of months. We miss our
American friends. Bill and Jim did make it
to Canada in 2021, proving it’s not
impossible. So next month, please do
register for the worlds.

Clubs, please figure out dates for your
tournaments and send them to Gerd or
me, so we can post a year schedule on the
website. Again, Gerd thank you for the
fantastic job of keeping us updated and
informed. I know a few clubs have really
struggled through this, but let’s all hang
on, I see some light at the end of the
tunnel. All the best in the New Year!
Ron Link
President ISPA Canada

FROM THE EDITOR
To recap the year 2021, in terms of Skat it
was pretty much close to a repeat of 2020,
or in the words of the President of the
German-Canadian Club in Red Deer:” The
year that wasn’t”.
The tournaments for the first half of the
year were canceled, with the first one
being held on June 5/6 in Santa Monica.
Due to the ever-changing rules for travel
on mandate for vaccination and proof of
costly negative Covid tests only US
members participated in this opener for
the season. The same held true for the 7th
US Open held in Cleveland, Ohio by end of
July.
Similarly,
some
Canadian
tournaments were played after the
provincial governments introduced a
Restriction Exemption Program beginning
of July. For the most part, only Canadian
players played in those except for Bill

Thompson and Jim Leissner, as noted by
Ron. And curiously enough, both survived
the travel without contracting the virus,
albeit a thankfully only minor injury, which
was incurred at the Seattle airport.
In total, only eight reported ISPA
tournaments were held in North America
this past year with an average participation
of 23 players only. Even the big label
tournaments such as the 7th US Open and
the 32nd North American Championship
could not attract the larger player
community
due
to
the
travel
complications. The biggest tournament
was in Edmonton with 34 players, followed
by Red Deer with 30 participants. Please
see the tournament summaries below for
more details.
What do we know of 2022 thus far? Last
week, it was decided that the Las Vegas
tournament, traditionally one of the first in
each calendar year, had been canceled.
This cancelation surprised a few people
from around the globe, including the
editor. The sad thing about these
cancelations is that we must take into
consideration that the average age of our
Skat community members in North
America is going up. Many of our dear
friends find it harder to travel to the
tournaments and the longer these
cancelations hold up, the less likely it is
that we will have the participation that we
are aiming for. Which brings me to the

report of ISPA members having passed
away in 2021 in reverse chronological
order:

not come around very frequently (for you
statistics people that is only the sixth time
in the last 44 years). See you in Edmonton
in August!

Gordon Eckl, Saskatoon, SK
Gerold Gassmann, Toronto, ON

Gerd Reiner

Karl-Ludwig Schultz, Newark, NJ

Webmaster ISPA North America
www.skatcanada.ca

Juergen Max Janke, Hamilton, ON

ispa@skatcanada.ca

Erhard Kempf, Kelowna, BC
Bernie Krebsbach, Fond Du Lac, WI

FROM THE ISPA US PRESIDENT

Hagen Staudt, Olds, AB

Dear ISPA USA members,

May their souls rest in peace and their lives
remembered forever. If you are finding
that a name is missing from the above list,
kindly report it to me and I will add the
name(s) to our list of deceased members.
Finishing off with a more positive message,
I would like to, together with Ron and Bill,
remind you of the upcoming planned 22nd
Open Skat World Championship in
Edmonton, Alberta on August 12. Having
skipped this prestigious event already in
2020, we are really looking forward to
connecting with all of you and our friends
from all over the globe again in person. If
you are looking for where to register, there
is a link on the tournament calendar for
2022 here. Having this unique opportunity
to assess your skills of our beloved game
on the world stage without having to travel
to another continent is a bonus that does

I am sad to inform you that the upcoming
event in Las Vegas will be postponed until
the last weekend of June, due to
indications of a financially insufficient
turnout from Covid-affected airline
logistics and serious concerns about
playing expressed from a number of the
participants. We deeply regret any
personal inconvenience this may cause. It
is a situation that is beyond our control.
I received the following correspondence
from the organizer, Eve Dankemeyer:
Dear Skat Players,
As you probably are all aware the covid situation
has made it extremely difficult to travel and
therefore hold some of our Tournaments.
I was hoping until a couple days ago that we
wouldn't have to postpone the Vegas
tournament, but after learning that several
players' flights had been messed with and also
several changing their mind to come, we were
down to about 35 players in Vegas, which is
financially just not feasible and fair.

So, we made the decision with a heavy heart to
move the tournament.
The California Casino and Hotel has graciously
kept the same room rate we had for January and
unfortunately only had June available as another
option of having our tournament.
I'm sorry that has caused inconvenience for you
guys, but it's for the better to have moved it.
I really hope that the situation finally stabilizes
again and we all see each other soon.

Bill Thompson
President ISPA USA

2021 TOURNAMENTS
Without further ado, here are the results from the
tournaments that were held in 2021 and reported
to the editor.

7th US Open Championship
The number 7 seems to be Chris Vogeler’s lucky
number, as he outperformed Roger Beckerman by
750 points to take the title US Open Skat
Champion!

Santa Monica Tournament 2021
The first ISPA tournament in North America on the
list was Santa Monica, CA on June 5/6, 2021. The
tournament attracted 21 players. Guenter Pauly
demonstrated with a 456-point lead that his skills
are trophy worthy!

North California Championship
It is worth mentioning that second place (Frank
Dankemeyer) and third place (Jim Leissner) were
only separated by eight points.

Next up on the shortened calendar was the North
California Championship. Unfortunately, no
pictures or results were reported from San
Francisco.

Ogopogo Tournament 2021, Kelowna, BC
The Canadian tournaments in the West started
with Kelowna. While Ogopogo was again not
sighted this year, Ron Link had the equivalent Skat
luck to seeing both Ogopogo and Nessie at the
same time, scoring a whopping 8740 points. And
yes, that included four out of the five series wins.

The only other Seriensieger was Werner Birker.

Edmonton Tournament 2021
Edmonton had the largest turnout in 2021 with 34
players. After the result in Kelowna, one would
have expected for Ron to win his own
tournament, but low and behold, Edmonton’s
Michael Sommer beat Ron by 69 points.

Omaha Tournament 2021, Omaha, Nebraska
On the same weekend at the end of September,
Omaha played their tournament. Mike Wehrbein
came out on top with 6049 points.

32nd North American Championship, Calgary,
2021
For the North American Championship venue,
Calgary was chosen by the ISPA powers to be.
Congratulations to Eric Luz for becoming the 32nd
North American Champion.

Red Deer Tournament 2021
Red Deer played in the middle of the week and
had 30 players, which, all considering, was a nice
turnout. Congratulations to Arno von Hacht from
Winnipeg for defeating the rest of the field.

Well, this wraps up the ISPA newsletter for
reporting on the 2021 tournaments, we can all
agree that we would like to play more in person
tournaments in 2022 to connect with old friends
once again.
The editor is kindly asking the club contacts to
continue reporting on a decision with a minimum
of five weeks of advanced notice whether your
tournament for 2022 is being held. That way, we
can keep all players informed in a timely fashion.
Finally, keep practicing your Skat skills, the World
Championship is only seven months away and we
want to see you with your best Skat ever!

